Document cleaning pads are a good option for getting caked dirt off a book. Gently squeeze them over the afflicted area to release some of their powder. Then, carefully scrub. It’s got groove, it’s got feeling, but it can’t stay in your book. Put a paper towel between greasy pages. Close the book and put weight on top of it. Title: Staying Clean (Pul Ahead Books: Health). Authors: Nelson, Robin. Product Category: Books. Dust Jacket: False. Binding: Paperback. List Price (MSRP): 5.36. Read full description. See details and exclusions - New, Staying Clean (Pul Ahead Books: Health), Nelson, Robin, Book. Qty: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. Staying Clean by Robin Nelson (Paperback, 2006). Be the first to write a review About this product. Brand new: lowest price. And help them stay clean. The key to clean books is regular maintenance and an extra hand to do the heavy lifting. Our bookkeeping services will ensure that your books stay clean, organized, up-to-date, and tax-ready. We’re price-effective, so you don’t have to make a huge financial choice. Cleaning books is tricky business. In specific circumstances, you can restore a book to its original look, but you have to be both patient and gentle. More often than not, you are going to be stuck with a stained book, or be forced to purchase a new one. Or the world will end before this becomes an issue. Either way, good luck! All-Natural Products for Cleaning Books. Seventh Generation Natural Glass & Surface Cleaner. As the name suggest, this product is all natural, safe to use, and does the job just as well as any other cleaner.